A necessary and sufficient condition is given for the given function A(@', 8, k ) to be the scattering amplitude corresponding to a potential from a class Q and a condition is given for Newton's equation to have exactly one solution with the desired properties.
are known to guarantee that this assumption holds. The role of analyticity in the inversion procedure is clear in the derivation of equation (N). The analyticity we refer to is analyticity (or, in the presence of bound states, meromorphicity) of the scattering solution to the Schrodinger equation v 2* + k2*-q(x)*=O
v=gA,(e',e,k)+o(r-') as / x~= r -+ c o , xr-'=O', k >~, g:=r-'exp(ikr) (2) in the half-plane Imk > 0. 
If one changes in the integral in (3) O'-+-f?', -a'-+p and, most importantly, takes into account analyticity which in the absence of bound states says that y-1 is analytic in Let Q denote the class of potentials 4(x) such that 4(x) = 4(x) (the bar stands for the complex conjugate), Iq(x)l + IVq(x)l < c ( l + IxI)-~, a > 3, and let Q, denote the subset of potentials q E Q which produce n bound states. Let us denote by S, the assumption that A(@, 8, k ) corresponds to a potential 4 E Q,, and write A E .4", in this case. We assume n = 0 and denote by (C) the following set of conditions:
(iJ there exists a solution r to (3) for -CO < a < CO such that 7 =O for a < 0. (Note Proof of theorem 1. The part Yo*(C) follows from the theory of the direct scattering problem. Namely, if q E Qo then conditions (C) are known to be satisfied (see e.g. [ 11 where conditions (C) are established; the assumptions on q(x) are slightly stronger in [ I ] than here, but these stronger assumptions were needed in order to establish some additional properties of the solutions to (1); for our purposes the assumption q E Qo is sufficient.)
Suppose now that A is such that (C) hold. We need to prove that then A E 9 0 , that (N) has exactly one solution with properties (C) and that A =A,.
Suppose that there are two (or more) solutions to (N) with properties (C), and that e ( x ) , Aj:=A,,, j = 1, 2, are the corresponding potentials and the scattering amplitudes 
where u(8, k, x):=ul -u2, and vj:= ej-t , h0, j = 1, 2. But (6) cannot hold V x E R unless A I =A2 , Indeed, the left-hand side of (6) has asymptotes g ( A -A z ) as 1x1 = r-+ 00 (see 
and f c L 2 ( S 2 ) then f=O. Theorem 1 is proved. Our ideas are very similar to the ideas first presented in [2].
Remark 1. Conditions ( C ) are compatibility conditions on the scattering data, which are analogous to Newton's miracle. Their merit is that they allow one to give a characterisation of the scattering data.
Remark 2. Our method is valid in dimension d > 2 and can be generalised to the case q E e,,, n > 0. Remark 4 . The reader may think that our basic compatibility conditions (C) are very strong, and so one could look for weaker compatibility conditions. But in fact these conditions are very natural and there are no weaker compatibility conditions because, as we have proved, our conditions are necessary and sufficient for the given function A ( e', 8, k) to be the scattering amplitude for an underlying potential q E Qo. For example, the compatibility condition used in [la], the miracle of Newton, is not alone sufficient for characterisation of the scattering data. Although one may hope to find a more constructive compatibility condition, any compatibility condition which gives a characterisation of the scattering data has to be equivalent to our compatibility conditions. Remark 5. In the case n > 0 conditions (C,) are: (iln) equation ( A G Ramm thanks ONR for support and Professor R G Newton for helpful remarks.
